Abstract: In this article the problem of regulation of an underactuated planar 2R manipulator is solved by tracking appropriated off-line planned trajectories. A class of parametric trajectories is propossed to reach a desired configuration. An optimization scheme is proposed to find the parameters. Besides, a feedback control is proposed to regulate the manipulator under error modeling. Through experiments, it is illustrated that if the coordinates of the underactuated system track the planned trajectories then the system reaches the desired configuration. Copyright ©2002 IFAC Keywords: Underactuated manipulator, regulation,trajectory planning, optimization, sliding modes.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis and control of underactuated mechanical systems, that is, systems with less control inputs than generalized coordinates, are interesting and growing areas. The underactuated mechanical systems are subject of research by many authors see (Bloch, 1997; Lozano and Fantoni, 1996; Spong, 1994; Spong, 1996; Sugie and Fujimoto, 1994) . Several laboratory prototypes such as the pendubot, (Spong, 1994) , the acrobot, (Mukherjee and Chen, 1995) , the TORA, (Janković, 1996) , the inverted pendulum, (Sugie and Fujimoto, 1994) , the ball and beam system, (Hauser, 1992) , etc., are useful to prove new control techniques. The underactuated mechanical systems are desirable in view of their saving energy, reduced cost and weight. However they have the disadvantage that cal systems under kinematic constraints are wheeled vehicles, see (Neîmark and Fufaev, 1972) and (Jones and Flynn, 1993) , rolling contact between objects, (Li and Canny, 1990) , trailers, (Sordalen, 1993) , manipulators with nonholonomic gears, (Sordalen, 1994) , spacecraft-based manipulators with angular momentum conservation or redundant manipulators under end-effector velocity commands, (Luca, 1996b) .
Mechanical systems under dynamic constraints are underactuated systems with passive joints, i. e. with unactuated joints. Underactuated systems also arise in mobile robot systems, for example, when a manipulator arm is attached to a mobile platform, space platform, (Mukherjee and Chen, 1993) , or an undersea vehicle, (Wichlund, 1995) .
To simplify the study of underactuated manipulators they are chosen of two or three DOF. They can be studied under the gravity force or without it. Underactuated manipulators under the gravity force can be controlled by many techniques with acceptable results as given by (Spong, 1994; Mukherjee and Chen, 1995; Sugie and Fujimoto, 1994) . However, the control of manipulators whose dynamics is not affected by gravity force is a challenge, because they are not linear controllable. In (Arai, 1998a ; Bergerman and Xu, 1997) a class of 3R planar underactuated manipulator is controlled taking advantage of the property of Small-Time Local Controllability at the equilibrium state. To regulate the configuration of a 2R planar underactuated manipulator with an actuator in the first joint only, interesting control strategies are proposed. For example, in (Luca, 1996a ) the 2R manipulator is stabilized to a desired configuration by using an iterative steering technique, based on the repeated application of an error contractive command. In (Arai, 1998b ) the same class of manipulator is controlled by using a time-scaling control. In (Rosas et al., 2001) , the trajectory planning problem of an underactuated planar 2R manipulator is solved by using off-line planned trajectories which are constructed by using smoothed sinusoids, and sliding mode scheme is used to close the loop. Moreover, the performance of the closed loop is tested by simulations.
In this paper the stabilization to a desired configuration for a 2R planar underactuated manipulator is addressed. Because of the Brockett's theorem, the manipulator only can be stabilized by discontinuous control laws or by time-varying controls, see (Oriolo and Nakamura, 1991) . The strategy followed here is to use a time-varying control law based on planned trajectories, so the stabilization problem is solved by making the manipulator's links track appropriated trajectories. Although, the path planning is a well developed technique to control mobile robots, the geometry-based path planners used there cannot be directly applied to solve path planning problems that exist in underactuated manipulators, because their dynamics are instantaneously restricted along certain directions of motion.
Moreover, a trajectory planning based on the flatness property is not possible. So, an off-line trajectory planning is proposed. The trajectory planner is based on an optimization algorithm. Hence, given some off-line planned trajectory it is possible to find a control law that achieves the objective of tracking the prescribed trajectories. This paper is structured as follows. In section 2, a brief description of the considered manipulator is given. In section 3, the trajectory planning is considered. In section 4, a feedback control based on the sliding mode technique is proposed. In the section 5, it is described the experimental setup and are given some experimental results. Finally, some conclusions are given in section 6.
MODEL OF THE UNDERACTUATED PLANAR MANIPULATOR
The manipulator considered here has two degrees of freedom with revolute frictionless joints whose links move on one horizontal plane. See Fig. 1 .
Fig. 1. Two dof underactuated planar manipulator
If the first joint is active and the second link is passive, the model of the manipulator is given by (Oriolo and Nakamura, 1991) ,
m i denotes the mass of link i, l i denotes the length of link i, l ci denotes the center of mass of link i with respect to its rotation axis, I zzi is the inertia of link i with respect to its rotation axis, q 1 denotes the position of the first link measured from a reference system, q 2 denotes the position of the second link measured from the first link,q i andq i denote the angular velocity and angular acceleration, respectively, of link i. τ 1 is the applied torque in the first joint.
In this case, the second equation of (1) represents a dynamic constraint which cannot be integrated to obtain an algebraic relation between the coordinates q 1 and q 2 , that is, it is a second-order nonholonomic constraint, see (Oriolo and Nakamura, 1991) . This dynamic constraint plays an important role to plan the necessary trajectories that make possible the regulation of the underactuated system.
TRAJECTORY PLANNING
Because of the model of the manipulator doesn't satisfy the Brockett's theorem, a time-varying control law is constructed by using appropriated off-line planned trajectories, such that the stabilization problem is solved.
In this section a set of parametric trajectories is proposed to make the underactuated manipulator reaches a static desired configuration. The proposed trajectories depend on parameters that must be determined in function of the initial and final configurations. Since the considered manipulator has one actuator in the first joint, only the coordinate q 1 can be controlled directly. In this manner, by tracking the proposed trajectory to q 1 the links of the manipulator must reach the desired configuration.
The problem of trajectory planning to be solved can be stated as follows: find a feasible path connecting the initial configuration q 1 t 0
¢ of the system (1), with q 1 t 0
in a given time t f , where t 0 represents the initial time and t f the final time. A feasible trajectory means a trajectory satisfying all the constraints imposed on the dynamics of the manipulator and performing a desired task. Here, it is neither considered the problem of avoiding obstacles nor the limitation of the states of the system. The constraints to be satisfied by the trajectories of the physical system to reach a static desirable configuration are ( 2) where τ max is the maximum torque given by the actuator of the manipulator.
The problem now, it is to find an off-line planned trajectory P for the first link such that the trajectory planning problem stated below is solved. The trajectory P to be followed by the first link is proposed as the addition of two trajectories,
If coordinate q 1 tracks the trajectory P 1 , q 1 reaches the desired value q 1d at the final instant t f , while if q 1 tracks the trajectory P, q 1 and q 2 reach the desired value q 1d and q 2d at the final instant t f . So, the trajectory P 2 is added to P 1 to make q 2 reaches q 2d .
The trajectory P 1 , which must be tracked by q 1 achieve the regulation of the coordinate q 1 between the initial and final configurations q 10 and q 1d , respectively, with initial and final velocity equal to zero, is selected as
The parameter n determines the smoothness and zero value of the trajectory P 1 at the instants t ¦ t 0 and t ¦ t f . Thus, if the first link must be a rest at the final instant t f , n should be at least, greater than 2; doing so, it assures that its acceleration and velocity are smooth and equal to zero at t At the final instant, t ¦ t f , the coordinate q 1 will be in the desired configuration, but in general q 2
So, to achieve that the coordinate q 2 reaches the value q 2d , the first link must be moved until the second link reaches the desired configuration, but it must reach its desired configuration too. To do so, it is possible to choose the trajectory P 2 as an oscillatory trajectory with the following important property
ith necessary smoothness at instants t 0 and t f . This property assures that the composed trajectory P has the same properties as the trajectory P 1 , at instants t ¦ t 0 and t f .
The oscillatory trajectory allows the second link gets or loses the necessary energy to reach the desired position. The trajectory P 2 can be formed by using hyperbolic secant functions. Fig. 2 shows a possible construction of an appropriated trajectory P 2 which is enough smooth everywhere. Fig. 2 . Construction of an appropriated trajectory P 2 Analytically, the trajectory P 2 is constructed as follows
where amp 1 and amp 1 are the amplitudes of the hyperbolic secant functions, and t m
So, P 2 is parametric trajectory which depends on the parameters amp 1 , amp 2 and t f .
To make possible that coordinate q 2 reaches q 2d using the trajectory shown in Fig.2 , it is necessary to modify the parameters of the hyperbolic secant functions. 
has a minimum subject to the constraints ( 4) where, for clarity, the trajectory P has only been expressed in function of the decision parameters p a1¨pa2 and t f ; moreover b 1 ¦ a 2 a 3 . It is important to point out that if q 1 tracks P the constraints q 1 t f ¢ £ The algorithm starts with given initial parameters p a1¨pa2 and t f . At the first step, the dynamic constraint is numerically solved for q 2 , it is possible because the initial condition q 2 t o ¢ is known and q 1 is a proposed parametric trajectory. At the second step, the algebraic constraints 4 are verified, also it is checked if t f is minimum; if they are verified the algorithm stops there and gives the parameters p a1¨pa2¨t f which define the trajectory P. If the constraints are not verified the three step is executed, where an algorithm is used to choose new parameters. So, the first step is executed again and so on. The algorithm used to select the best parameters can be the gradient algorithm, genetic algorithms or another. Fig. 3 . Trajectory planning by recursive optimization So, the planned trajectory q 1p is known completely and is obtained off-line, while the trajectory q 2p can be computed in-line by solving the dynamic constraint, the second equation of (1), where q 1
FEEDBACK CONTROL
The trajectory planned in the last section can be used to synthesize a feedforward control that makes possible the regulation of the manipulator. However, if the system is controlled only with feedforward control and exists perturbations, modeling errors or incorrect initial conditions, the system does not reach the desired configuration. So, a feedback control must be used to guarantee the regulation of the system. The sliding modes technique is used to synthesize a feedback control. It is well known that a sliding control law is composed by an equivalent control law and a discontinuous control, so the planned trajectories will be used to construct the ideal or equivalent control law; and the perturbations, modeling errors or incorrect initial conditions will be compensated by the discontinuous control.
The state space representation of system (1) is given byẋ 
T as the vector of planned trajectories given in the last section. Moreover, α is a diagonal matrix α
is a set of Hurwitz polynomials.
To make attractive the sliding surface (6), one chooseṡ
with sign s ¢ ¦ Substituting (6) into (7) and using (5), we have
is a vector, it is not possible to explicitly solve the above equation for u. However, it is possible to use the concept of pseudoinverse to obtain an approximated control. If rank g x
¢¢ ¦
1 then the pseudoinverse of g x
For the underactuated planar 2R manipulator considered here, the condition rank g x
1 is satisfied.
One should notice that the control u # does not guarantee to reach the intersection of surfaces s 1 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The methodology given in the last sections was applied to one laboratory prototype known as Pendubot, see (Spong, 1994) , but its base was mounted on a vertical support such that their links are moving on a horizontal plane. So, an underactuated planar 2R manipulator is obtained. The parameters of this system are: I zz1
The Electronic Hardware used to control the manipulator consists of four main parts: a personal computer, a D/A card, a servo amplifier, and specialized card to read the encoders. This hardware is equal to the one used in (Block, 1995) , but the personal computer is a 486DX2/75MHz Acer. The control is programmed using the C-language, under a time-interrupt mode such that the sampling period was set to 1 ms.
If the manipulator has the initial configuration q 10¨q20 Fig. 4 shows the behavior of the variables q 1 and q 2 together with the planned trajectories q 1p and q 2p , moreover the control law u is given. Fig. 4 . Closed loop response 6. CONCLUSIONS In this paper the regulation problem of an underactuated system by means of trajectory planning is solved. The approach followed allows to reach many link configurations, although it is necessary to choose appropriated initial parameters for the optimization algorithm. The proposed control law guarantees the state of the system to stay into neighborhood of the intersections of the surfaces s ¦ 0 ¢ , but this can be made sufficiently small by adequately changing the control parameters. Moreover, during the experimentation phase was noted that the performance of the controller is sensitive to incorrect initial conditions, however it is robust in the sense that it can handle parametric uncertainties and friction forces.
